FORTUNA SPA 750 G
Precision Bandknife Splitting Machine
The SPA 750 G is a next-generation high precision bandknife
splitting machine with a simple visual user interface. It offers
direct acces to all functions and is ideal as a production
machine in the rubber and plastics industry.

Touch screen with various
additional parameters shown.

FORTUNA SPA 750 G
High quality precision engineering and ergonomically designed, the SPA 750 G
ensures rapid fatigue-free performance of all operations.

Features & Benefits:

Technical Specifications:

⊲⊲ Simple visual user interface with direct access

Working width (mm)

to all functions

⊲⊲ Grinding device adjustments via visual touch
screen interface

⊲⊲ Grinding disc exchange via visual touch
screen interface

Splitting thickness (mm)

0.9 / 35.00

Step precision (m/min)

0.01

With bar increase of (mm)

0.40

Waste material thickness (mm)

⊲⊲ Pivoted roller table in

Feed drive (m/min)

⊲⊲ Pivoted roller table out

Speed adjustable via foot pedal

⊲⊲ Extra thin knife guidance for easy passage

Noise emission (dB(A))

(also for stiff materials)

750

Band-knife speed (m/min)

0.10 - 20.00
0.5 - 24.0

✔
77.5
50 - 250

⊲⊲ Attachable knife support for hard material

Step precision (m/min)

1

⊲⊲ Reinforced knife back support for increased

Electrical connection (kVA)

5

splitting precision at high splitting pressure

⊲⊲ Production data acquisition
⊲⊲ Adjustable feed roll pressure via pneumatic
cylinders

⊲⊲ Digital measure gauge

Net weight (kg)

945

Gross weight (kg)

1165

Dimensions (l, w, h (mm))
Machine packing dimensions
(l, w, h (cm))

⊲⊲ Network compatible with standard network
cable (RJ 45 Plug on outside of cabinet for
easy access)

⊲⊲ Data backup via USB stick (easy access on
outside of cabinet)

⊲⊲ Service mode for easy diagnostics and failure
detection

This company reserves the right to supply products that may differ slightly from those described in this publication.
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